
Crossroads of Life Disc Golf Course – 123 E. Hwy 67 at S. Main St., Duncanville, TX 

                  *****  COURSE CLOSED Sundays before 2:00pm and Wednesdays after 5:00pm  ***** 

Hole Par Dist Traps Description To Next Hole 
1 3 194 Creek in play Short, across the creek then left & uphill Back down and across 

bridge at right, Tee #2 just 
before parking lot 

2 3 180 Creek in play, 
tight fairway 

Straight ahead pinball hole across creek 
(beware of the early trees) 

Left across creek at 
bridge, uphill left to Tee #3 

3 3 249 Creek in play A little left of straight, thin margin to avoid 
falling into the creek bed 

Right and down from 
basket to Tee #4 

4 3 294 Tight fairway Smooth right turn the whole way To parking lot near hole #1 
sign, Tee #5 marked on 
parking lot in white  

5 3 287 Woods left, man-
do, & Asphalt OB 

Left turn transition hole, around the curve, 
mando left of pole 

Straight ahead, Tee #6 
near fence line 

6 4 593 OB down the left, 
50 feet off the 
fence line 

Power hole with a few trees last 150 feet; 
drop-off about 20 feet around the basket 

Tee #7 is right, up, and 
across road to edge of gym 
sidewalk 

7 3 264 Big tree left, mul-
tiple trees right 

Straight ahead and straight downhill  
covered tunnel shot 

Through break in trees, to 
fairway and right to Tee #8 

8 4 413 Woods left & right 
of tunnel 

Tunnel shot, open above, then 200 feet 
slight uphill at a 45° angle to basket 

Right to Tee #9 

9 3 215 Slanted fairway, 
woods  

Straight hole with little margin left or right 
because of woods and drop-offs 

Straight ahead follow trail 
to Tee #10 

10 4 485 Woods, big 
bushes, rough 

Zig zag hole with multiple routes Down and right, then 
across to Tee #11 

11 3 387 Woods short on 
left and right, OB 
to left of barn 

Straight tunnel that opens up once through 
the tunnel 

Left through gap beside 
barn, then up to sidewalk 
by gym to Tee # 12 

12 3 381 OB on road, vball 
court, left of barn, 
& beyond fence 

Gap shot downhill between (or over) the 
tall trees (hitting a tree early could cost you 
an OB stroke) 

Right along fence line to 
Tee #13 

13 3 309 OB on road & left; 
mando across 
road for open/adv 

Straight hole slightly uphill, with OB close 
to a protected basket; DZ is just across 
road 20 feet to the right of basket (PVC) 

To paved area on left, then 
up the ramp by the 
playground to Tee #14 

14 4 730 OB paved area, 
OB on or right of 
road 

Signature hole, nicknamed “The Bomber”; 
Long but downhill significantly first half; DZ 
on natural grass by light pole 

Right across road in the 
opening to Tee #15 

15 5 710 OB on or beyond 
road to the right, 
OB paved areas 
past basket 

Signature hole, nicknamed “TOD” (tunnel 
of death); long straight tunnel first 575 or 
so, then steep uphill and right to basket 
through pinball; OR left out the tunnel, then 
long straight uphill through more pinball 

From basket look down 
the hill and to the right to 
Tee #16 

16 4 451 Very tight first 
half, tight second 
half with mandos 

The “Feeding Snake”; Zig zag hole with 
open landing zone & slight elevation in 
middle of two tight fairways (R-L, then L-R) 

Out the break in tree line, 
then left.  Tee #17 near 
convenience store 

17 3 337 Woods left and 
right  

Straight to gap, then about 75 feet slight 
uphill 

Out the break in trees, 
along street, Tee #18 
tucked into opening on right 

18 3 259 Drop-off behind 
basket 

Out of the tight tunnel (open above) then 
right dog leg to a basket with drop off 
behind 

Course Tee #1 is at the 
southeast corner of parking 
lot 

Total 61 6738 *****  COURSE CLOSED Sundays before 2:00pm and Wednesdays after 5:00pm  ***** 
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